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Reviews changes in attitudes towards immigrants in Britain using a historical linguistic method of analysis.

“This is a meticulously researched study which says something genuinely new about migrants and their perception in nineteenth and early twentieth century Britain. It adds to our knowledge of immigration during an important era in the evolution of multiracial Britain, which historians and public opinion have tended to ignore.” — Panikos Panayi, Professor of European History and Head of History, De Montfort University

“No interesting analysis of how ‘alien’ gradually replaced other equivalent terms in British political discourse from the 1870s until the aftermath of World War I – a symptom in a rising tide of xenophobia.” — Emmanuel Comte, PhD, Senior Research Fellow, CIDOB (Barcelona Centre for International Affairs)

This book reviews changes in attitudes to immigrants in Britain and the language used to put these feelings into words between 1841 and 1921.
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